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Long-run  demand  for freight  transport  is determined  in closely
similar  ways in developed  and developing  market economies.
Not, however, in  the transitional socialist countres, where
structural change is likely to bring far greater changes in rail
freight  activity than  in road transport.
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Decisions  about  investments  in the long-lived  (in additional  ton-kilometers)  to variations  in
assets  of transport  infrastructure  require  some  GDP. But the elasticity  of demand for road ton-
assumptions  about  prospective  long-term  demand  kilometers  with regard  to GDP should  be about
from services  using  that infrastructure.  To  or above 1.25 for developing  countries,  com-
improve  the basis for such predictions,  pared  with close to unity for the high-income
Bennathan,  Fraser,  and Thompson  estimated  the  countries.
long-run  deterninants of domestic  freight
transport,  using single-equation  regressions  on a  *  Demand  for rail freight  transport  appears  to
cross-section  of data from "developed"  (high-  be determined  in closely  similar ways in both
income),  "developing"  (low-income),  and fomier  groups  of countries. Elasticity  with GDP
socialist  economies.  appears  to be close  to unity.
They also sought  answers  to two related  * Judging  from the narrow  basis of evidence
questions. First, since  statistics  on national  ton-  on socialist  economies  (China  and the former
kilometers  of freight  transport  are much  scarcer  USSR  were excluded  for technical  reasons),
for developing  than for developed  countries,  transport  demand  was determined  very differ-
what is the scope for generalizing  from data on  ently  in their systems  than in the market econo-
high-income  countries? Second, within  what  mies. The contrasts  are almost  entirely  ex-
limits may  one apply  results obtained  from data  plained  by the differences  in the role of, and
on market economies  to the prospective  evolu-  demand  for, rail transport  in the different  eco-
tion of freight transport  demand  in the socialist  nomic systems.
transitional  economies?
The road sector  of freight transport,  on the
They report  the following  findings,  subject  to  other hand, conforms  closely  to norms in the
caveats  related  to the simple  methodology  used:  market economies;  the marginal  response
(additiond ton-kilometer  for additional  GDP)
For the sample  of developed  countries,  and  and elasticity  with respect  to GDP, appear  - on
the merged  samples  of developed  plus develop-  the available  evidence  - to be close to what is
ing countries,  total ton-kilometers  of freight  found for developed  market economies.
transport  (excluding  transit)  are adequately
explained  by two variables:  a country's area and  * In short, structural  change  in the socialist
total GDP.  Ton-kilometers  by road are chiefly  economies  is likely  to bring about far greater
explained  by GDP; ton-kilometers  by rail are  changes  in rail freight  activity  than in road
explained  by country  area.  transport.
* Road freight in developed  and developing
market economies  shows  very similar response
'Me Policy  Research  Working  PaperSedhes  disseminates  thefmdmgs  of work  under  way  C  iene  an  Anobjectiveofthe  senes|
is to get these findings  out quickly,  even if presentations  are less than fully polished.  'Me findings,  interpretations.  and
conclusions  in these  papers  do not  necessarily  represent  official  Bank policy.
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THE QUESTIONS
In this note we attempt to estimate  the determinants  of the domestic freight transport of
countries  from cross-section  data.  Our investigation  is guided  by an interest in three questions:
Can the evolution of domestic demand for freight transport be predicted to a
reasonably  high level of explanation  with a few readily available  variables? For
practical  purposes,  in  decisions on  sectoral  investment allocations or  as
background  parameters  in decisions  on individual  investments  or service  projects,
that would be a  desiraule outcome.  Moreover, the smaUl  number of  usable
observations available for our study dictated strict economy in the number of
explanatory  variables.
0Does  the  explanation differ  in  a  significant  way  between  high-income
("developed") and lower-income ("developing") countries?  One would expect
such  differences if  the  structure of  national production (e.g.,  industry vs
agriculture) had  an  important effect  on  the  demand for  freight transport,
independent  of the effect of measured  GDP.
*  And does the explanation differ significantly according to  economic system:
between  market  economies  and others? The formaUy  centraly planned  economies
of Europe are known to be highly transport intensive. In designing  schemes  for
the transformation and privatization of transport enterprises it is important to
know whether such high (average) intensity expresses itself also at the margin,
and equally for the different major modes?
Our results go some way towards answering  these questions.
METHOD,  DATA, AND  LMiTATIONS
We investigated the domestic (non-transit)  demand for freight transport with a single
equation, regressing  ton-kilometers  on total GDP and country area, on the data of 33 countries.
Since the results are obtained  from a cross-section  study, they  describe long-run  behavior
or demand for freight transport:  the elasticities we obtain are long-run elasticities.
GDP was measured  in international  dollars as estimated  by the International  Comparison
Project (i.e., converted  at purchasing  power parities). The chief effect of substituting  GDP data
converted  to US dollars  with market exchange  rates is to lower significantly  the elasticity  of ton-ii  Introduction  and Summary
kilometers  with respect to GDP. The areas of Australia and Canada, both in our sample, were
scaled  down to allow for the vast tracts of empty land in each of their territories.
Our sample includes three mutually exclusive groups of countries:  'developed' and
'de-veloping', categorized by  GDP per  capita, and  socialist economies.  The number of
observations  available for analysis is small because estimates of ton-kilometers  are a relatively
scarce statistic. China, dhe  United  States and the USSR  (for which data are available) had to be
omitted from the sample,  Being very large in both territorial extent and populations, their
presence  in the samples  raised the correlation between  our two  explanatory  variables -- GDP and
area --to  unsafe levels.  Retaining them in  the samples would have biased the coefficient
estimates: the separate  effects of GDP and area could not have been reliably estimated. Faced
with the small number of observations  for the groups of 'developing' and 'socialist' countries,
we carried out the regressions on  three sub-samples:  developed countries, developed +
developing  countries, and developed +  socialist  countries.
The significance  of differences  in coefficients  between the sub-samples  was investigated
by testing for the equality of coefficients  in the underlying samples ('developed', 'developing'
and 'socialist').
The major caveat attaching  to our results arises from the two-way  relation between ton-
kilometers  of transport and GDP which is ignored in our single-equation  model.  Our results
may therefore be affected  by a simultaneity  bias. 'They  can only be taken for what they purport
to represent on the assumption that GDP in the countries was not constrained by shortage of
freight transport.
RESULTS
Performance of the Model
The explanatory  power of the model, measured by the R2s, was generally high when all
variables were entered in their natural values, and somewhat  lower in the logarithmic version.
The explanatory  power was least when the 'secialist" countries were included in the samples.
In the regressions on the samples  of "developed" and "developing"  countries the R2s were .85
or higher and thus satisfactory  by usual standards.
Dominant Variables
Separating  by mode of transport, the explanation  of t-kms by road is dominated  by the
GDP variable.  In the determination  of rail transport, it is country ara  (or variations in area)
that dominates.Introduction and Summary  iii
"Developed" and  "Developing" Market Economies
Demand for ton-kilometers  by the three surface modes (road, rail and water) appears to
have a higher (positive)  elasticity  with respect to GDP in the poorer v  untries, but the difference
is not strictly significant. Sharper results are obtained from an analysis by mode.
For road freight, the elasticity  of demand with respect to GDP, given country area, rises
markedly when the developing  countries are added to the sample  of developed  countries.  The
difference is  significant and  we infer  a  substantially higher elasticity for the  developing
countries: very likely with a lower bound of 1.25.  At the margin, however, another Dollar of
GDP generates  almost  the same  number of ton-kilometers  of freight  in either  group of countries,
and therefore irrespective of GDP per capita.
In the explanation  of ton-kilometers  of rail transport, on the other hand, none of the
differences that appear between 'developed' and 'developed plus developing' country samples
turn out significant: demand is determined  by a similar process irrespective of differences  in
GDP, and country area dominates the explanation.  Allowing for area, the elasticity of ton-
kilometers  with respect to country GDP may be taken as unity.
"Developed" +  "Socialist" Countries  Sample
The addition  of only five "socialist" to 17 "developed  market" countries may not permit
the idiosyncracies  of freight transport demand under socialist  organization  of the economies  to
show through  adequately  in our regressions. But there are nevertheless  strong hints of the type
and direction of the divergences.  First,  the elasticity of t-kms with respect to GDP drops
markedly when the five socialist economies are added to the developed market economies:
apparently, transport demand is governed  by different laws in the different systems.  Second,
a clear contrast is evident between the behavior  of freight transport by road and by rail.  When
applied to road transport, the explanatory  power of the model  is hardly affected by the addition
of socialist  countries to the sample, and the estimated (simple)  coefficients  on the independent
variables are only slightly changed.  Not so in the case of rail:  the model loses explanatory
power, and the size of the estimated  coefficients  on the explanatory  variables are about halved
when the socialist  economies  are admitted  into the sample. By this evidence, the road sector of
freight transport, but not the rail sector, conforms rather closely to the norms of the market
economies. The conclusion is fully consistent  with the known share of rail in socialist  freight
transport which exceeds the corresponding  share in market economies  by a large factor.OBJECT,  MEANiNG OF THE RESULTS,  AND THE DATA
1.  In this paper we seek to explain total ton-kilometers  of freight in a cross-section of
countries, in terms of two intuitively  appropriate  variables: a country's total GDP, and its area.
In this selection of explanatory  variables we have been deliberately  austere or simplistic. The
object was to discover, if possible, relationships  between variables that are readily ascertained,
in a form that is readily understood.
2.  Before presenting the results an explanation  is in order of what meaning we can attach
to them, as well as a description  of the data and of data-related  problems.
Specification
3.  We have estimated the determinants of ton-kilometers" of freight by Ordinary Least
Squares regression with a single equation. Notionally, this is a demand equation: demand for
ton-kilometers (the dependent variable) is determined by  GDP  and area (the independent
variables).  GDP, however, is not exogenous with respect to freight transport.  It is itself
produced  by transport. To account  for this input characteristic  of freight transport  would require
the  formulation of  a  simultaneous equations model, and a  solution of  the  reduced form
(explaining  ton-kilometers  in terms of, say, area and the national stocks  of labor and capital).2'
The results would not be easy to interpret, nor is it easy to obtain values for the appropriate
exogenous  variables for many countries. We therefore stayed with the single equation model,
thus accepting  the risk of simultaneity  bias in the estimated  coefficients. Concretely, the results
represent what they claim to represent on the assumption  that transport capacity (infrastructure
and services) forms no constraint  on GDP.
Cross-section  Coefficients: Meaning
4.  Abstracting  from a potential  simultaneity  bias, the results need to be understood  with due
regard to the meaning  of the cross-section  approach. Cross-section  analysis  is intended to reveal
equilibrium relations.  The coefficient on GDP purports then to  show the increase in ton-
ldlometers (millions)  for another (million) dollars of GDP, given the country's area, and after
full adjustment  of the country's economy,  factor use and location  of production and consumption
to that addition to GDP.  The coefficient  does not tell us about the reaction of ton-kilometers
to cyclical variation in GDP:  for that we would need to study time series.  Similarly, the
elasticities that we obtain have to be seen as long-run elasticities.
I/  A ton-kilometer  or tkm  represents  one metric  ton moved  one  kIlometer.
2/  An altemative  method  for dealing  with the  problem  would  be the  use of instumentable  variables.2  Chapter 1
The Data
5.  Information  on country area (in kim 2) is readily obtained and presumably  quite accurate.
The area variable nevertheless  presents us with a special  problem, to be discussed  in the section
immediately  following.
6.  GDP data are adjusted for purchasing  power and expressed in international  dollars, as
provided  by  the  International Comparison  Project. 3'  The  exceptions  are  Bulgaria,
Czechoslovalda,  and the USSR for which there are no corresponding  ICP GDP figures.  As a
best  estimate, for  Bulgaria and  Czechoslovakia we have  used  data provided by  L.W.
International  Financial Research, Inc.  From PlanEcon (as quoted in Th  E  omist) we took
the figure for the USSR though  the country  was omitted  from the regression  analysis for reasons
to be given later.
7.  Measuring GDP in a common currency according to the ICP methodology  rather than
by methods that involve market exchange rates obviously affects the regression results.  In
Annex A we discuss the effect of this approach.
8.  Dollar GDP numbers  were taken for the year 1989. Where ton-kilometers  data were only
available for another (earlier) year, an adjustment  was made (via GDP in national currency and
the general GDP deflator) so as to represent GDP for that earlier year at 1989 prices.
9.  Our ton-kilometers  refer to domestic (i.e. non-transit) transport perfonned by modes
other than air and pipeline. As a statistic, this is unlikely  to be better than GDP estimates, and
probably rather more problematic. Rail transport data are presumably  relatively  accurate.  The
difficalty of estimation affects road and water transport for which sources and method differ
between countries.  The definitions  and reporting of "transit" also vary among countries.
10.  Transit traffic is neither a function of the transit country's GDP, nor of its area.  We
have therefore sought  to exclude the transit  component  from the total ton-ldlometers  of countries
with a substantial  amount of transit traffic.  The available data allowed all or part of transit
traffic to be removed from the data for Austria, Belgium, Finland, Hungary, Netherlands,
Norway, and Yugoslavia.
An Adjustment to Country Area
11.  GDP and Area are obviously not the only explanations  that one tiinks of for the volume
of a country's freight transport.  They may be so for some countries, but not for all.  More
comprehensive  formulations  might yield better (or more widely  tsed and applicable)  regression
3/  For the latest set of these estimates,  see Summers, R. and Alan Heston, "The Penn World Table (Mark
5): An expanded  set of intemnational  comparisons,  1950-1988,"  Ouarterly  Journal  of Economics,  Vol. CVI,
No. 2, May 1991.Chapter 1  3
results, if the attending statistical risks can be avoided.  Bringing in further variables would,
however, conflict with our pragmatic rule of simplicity. But in considering  the Area variable
we could not altogether  avoid c-ompromising  the rule, by allowing  some  role to another  variable,
that of density of settlement.
12.  Several countries in our sample cover large areas but have very low average density.
This is the case of Canada, Australia, Finland, Norway and Sweden, the first two being at the
lower extreme.  The developed  parts of Canada cover not more than one-third  of its area, and
in the interior parts of Australia  -- about 85 percent of its total area -- density  is 0.5 persons per
square km.  In these two cases we reduced total country area to reflect the existence of large
expanses substantially  void of activity that could give rise to freight transport.  Canada's area
was reduced by 75 percent and Australia's, by 80 percent. Both are countries  with high incomes
per head but populations  that are small relative to their large areas.  The effect oi thus scaling
down their areas has been to  raise the  regression coefficient of Area and to  sharpen the
distinction Detween  Area and GDP as determinants  of total ton-kms of freight.  Adjustments  to
other country area figures were not done since the effects on our results would be minor.
The Sample and Sample Selection
13.  An immediate  consequence  of the difficulty  of estimating  ton-kilometers  for a country's
total freight transport is the relative scarcity of such data.  Developed countries  tend to provide
the information,  but it is available  for only some  developing  countries. Therefore, in composing
and dividing the sample for purposes of comparison  between different classes of countries, we
were necessarily  constrained by the supply of data.
14.  Our total sample  consisted  of the 36 countries  listed in Annex  B.  For reasons to be given
later, we removed 3 countries from the regression set,  leaving 33.  We  categorized the
remaining  countries broadly according to GDP per capita and economic  system, as follows:
(a)  17 high and upper-middle  income economies
("Developed, market")
(b)  11 lower-middle  and low income market economies
("Developing, market")
(c)  5 transitional  socialist  economies  of Europe
("Socialist")
15.  Samples (b) and (c) are rather small. For purposes of comparison  we therefore limited
our regression analysis to sample (a) on its own, (a)+(b)  merged, and (a)+(c)  merged.  It
follows that any differences between the determinants  of ton-kilometers  in  "developed" and
"developing" or  "socialist" economies have to be inferred from variations in  the enlarged
samples relative to the basic developed  market sample.4  Chapter 1
16.  When differences appear between the coefficients estimated on  sample (a) and the
amalgamated samples (a  +  b) or (a  +  c) we have to establish that the difference is
significant  (i.e., unlikely  to be due to chance). We do this by testing for the equality  of
coefficients  (the Chow test) at the .05 level of significance. Annex D presents the steps
in the test.
CoUinearity
17.  Since we are seeking to explain ton-kilometers  of freight in a cross-section  of countries
by two variables, area and GDP, it is necessary  to ask whether  the two exogenous  variables are
related: could either stand  in for the other? In that case the regression  results would  be biased.
One should  expect to find multicollinearity  if it were the case that (a) country area is correlated
across the sample with country population,  and (b) the variation in area across the sample is
greater than the variation in GDP per capita.
18.  We started investigating  the question by looking at the largest countries (in terms of
unadjusted area) within our data set:  USSR, China, USA, Canada, Australia  and India.  The
smallest  of those, India, is not quite 4 times as large in area as the next biggest, Paldstan. India
has a very large population  but a very low income per head. Canada and Australia, while high-
income countries, have relatively small populations  and hence relatively small GDP (Canada's
is about 70 percent of India's).  That leaves the USA with large area, large population  and high
income per head; and the (former) USSR with the largest area, a population  larger than that of
the USA and with an income per head that may be a small fraction of USA incomes but a large
multiple of India's, and China, with an area somewhat  greater than the USA.  The latest ICP
estimate of China's GDP per capita (1988)  seems unduly high at $2,472.  But even after scaling
this down by 30 percent, China's total GDP would amount to $1.9 trillion, second only to that
of the USA.
19.  We investigated  the correlation between area and GDP in our various samples:
(a)  In our sample of 18 developed  countries, the correlation coefficient  (r) between
area and GDP dropped precipitously when the USA was removed from the
sample:  from .94 to .22.
(b)  We then formed a sample of developed  and socialist countries.  With both the
USA and the USSR in the sample, the simple  correlation coefficient  between  area
and GDP was .52.  Removing  only the USA, it rose to .63; removing  only the
USSR, it went up to .95. The two therefore  operate as counterweights: the area
of  the USSR is  2.4 times that of the USA, but the USA (according to our
numbers) has 3.8 times the GDP.  While a correlation coefficient  of .52 does not
contain a major threat of bias in the estimated  coefficients, we wanted to stay on
the side of caution, and therefore removed  both countries from the sample. The
effect was to lower r to .27, an innocuous  level.Chapter 1
(c)  Similarly,  in the sample  of "developed + developing"  countries, the presence  of
China (assigned  to this group because  of systemic  differences  with other centrally
planned economies)  raised the coefficient  of correlation between GDP and Area
from .40 to .82.
20.  Our conclusion  is that the safest  regression results would  be obtained  from samples that
excluded the USA, the USSR and China.  Our discussion of results will therefore be based on




THE  REGREsSIONs,  AND  ORDER  OF DISCUSSION
21.  We performed our regressions separately  for:
* ton-kilometers  by rail, road and water (Table 1),
* ton-kilometers  by road (Table 2),
* ton-kilometers  by rail (Table 3).
22.  Each regression was performed twice over.  In the first version, the variables are
measured in the normal form.  In the second, we enter the (natural) logarithms of the values.
For ease of discussion, we refer to the coefficients  resulting from the first model as simple
coefficients,  and to those from the logarithmic transformation,  as elasticities.
23.  In  discussion, we concentrate first  on  results for  "developed" and  "developed +
developing" countries. After that, we turn to the sample of "developed +  socialist" countries.
"DEVELOPED"  AND "DEVELOPING"  COUNTIIEs
Ton-kilometers by Three Modes
24.  The estimates of the-  simple coefficients in Table 1, panels B and C,  are all highly
significant  by the test of the t-ratio.  Next, the explanatory  power of the model, in terms of the
adjusted  R2 statistic, rises markedly  when ton-kilometers  are regressed on area and GDP rather
than separately on each of the two regressors.  That, we will argue, results from lumping
together  freight transport by road and by rail.
25.  The most interesting  information  that one hopes to obtain from the regression  of ton-kms
by  all  (three) modes concerns the  elasticity of  demand with  respect  to  GDP.  Here,
unfortunately, the results are ambiguous.  On the other hand, proceeding from the sample of
developed countries, we find the elasticity rising from 1.06 to 1.24.  This suggests that the
elasticity rises systematically,  as GDP declines in the cross section.  But the difference of the
coefficient  in the two underlying samples (developed  and developing  countries) turns out to be
just below the critical  point for significance  (Annex  D).  That would imply that the same process
generates demand  for freight transport in the two groups of countries, differences  in coefficients
being probably due to chance. But as we move on to analyzing  the determinants  of demand by
mode of transport, a clearer picture emerges.Chapter 2  7
Table 1: Regression  Results  - Total Tkm
Area - K1%E  Dependent  Variable = TIM  (mions)  Dependent  Variable  LNJ(I 
GDP =  ICP  Icternl $ (millions)  (Fetal Road, RaIl, Waw  Tonne.Km)  (Nillons)
Ind.  Sor  x  T  AdJ.  X  T  Adj.
ISLmple  Var.(z)  Obs.  cOst.  vue  ComnI  R'  Cod.  Value  Cooan  I3
f-  .-..  s  - -..  -.  -7T_..  . _  .... - - - -,_
A: Totail  Sanpl  Am  33  0.11691  63C8  31,87.8  0.55  0.76461  3.495  0  0.26
A: Toc  Sampk  ODP  33  0.318S1  8.299  9.468.2  0.68  1.2948  11.884  (13.7)  0.81
A: Totl Sau%le  Aiea  33  0.07592  7.178  (5.444.1)  0.88  0.13183  .34  (14.1)  0.81
GDP  0.23875  9.154  1.22C95  9.6B6
B: Dnvelpqd  A  17  0.12699  3.909  49,25  0.47  0.66942  3.017  2.6  0.34
B: D1vloped  GDP  17  0.27636  5.308  16.212.8  0.63  1.18185  10.632  (11.7)  0on
B: DOoIqpd  Amos  17  0.09964  9.440  (I2,773.)  0.9f  0.22451  2.314  (12.0)  0.90
GDP  0.23463  11.534  I.o5n  9.425
C: DNl'd+Dew11ng  Am  28  0.11949  6.169  25,090.0  0.58  0.1218  3.517  0.2  0.30
C: Dvwerd+DvIo'ag  GDP  28  0.32631  8.194  1,037.7  0.71  1.33525  14.563  (147)  0.89
C: DOPd+l)veri'+ng  Ana  28  0.07940  9.632  (17,410.0)  0.94  0.1869?  1,816  (153)  0.90
GDP  0.24715  12.094  1.24369  12.271
TD  Dvwr1d+SoUali  Am  22  0.12624  4.413  51,058.8  0.47  0.6584  3363  2.9  0.33
D:  Dael'd+SooiIu  GDP  22  0.26580  5.745  26632.0  0.69  10758  886  (9.3)  0.75
D:  Dewtd+SodI&sv  Ama  22  0.09528  6.536  4,33.8  0.87  0.2300  1.750  (9.6)  0.78
GDP  0.218  7.993  0.93721  6.419
'AU  vmab&Mw  in  -- ml lag.  eNot  *-if -t  5% Iw.
Road Freight
26.  Of the two independent  variables, it is GDP that determines  variations in ton-lilometers
of road transport (Table 2).  While the simple coefficient on area has the right sign, it is
generally not  significant and  only  serves  to  improve the  explanation of  ton-kilometers
marginally, if at all.  The coefficient  on GDP, however, is highly significant  and accordingly
displays useful characteristics.  First, it is virtually the same whether area is included in the
regression or not:  it gives a high level of explanation  when used on its own.  Second, it has
very  similar values in  the smaller ("developed" countries) and the larger ("developed +
developing"  countries)  samples. For either group of countries  it would  be legitimate  to say that
another million (international)  Dollars added to (GDP  adds another 170,000 ton-kilometers to
road  freight  transport,  irrespective of  the  country's  income per  capita,  and  practicaUy
irrespective of its area.
27.  These identical (or almost identical) absolute additions to  road freight service are,
however, associated with different long-run elasticities. The difference is significant.  Poorer
countries have fewer road ton-kllometers  per dollar of GDP than the richer ones.  For the
sample of 17 "developed" countries, the partial elasticity  of ton-ldlometers  by road with respect
to GDP is about unity (1.02).  For the larger sample, including the poorer countries, it is well8  Chapter 2
above unity (1.28).  The contrast suggests  (though  our observations  are too few to demonstrate)
that the long-run elasticity is substantially  higher in the group of developing countries than in
the high-and-middle-income  group.  We hazard the proposition that the value of the elasticity
in developing  countries has, say, 1.25 as its lower limit.
Table 2:  Regression Results - Road Tkm
Am  = KME  Dependent Vaiiable - Road Tbn  Dependent Var.  = INM(oad  Thnjd
GDP = ICP Intern'l  $ (mllions)  ain millions)  (MOlns)
Indep.  * ot  X  T  Adj.  X  T  AdJ.
Sample  Var.()  Obs.  Cot.  Value  Cmlant  R  C  ut.  Value  Conal 
A: Toal  Sabl  An  33  O.OM83  2.969  26,97S3  0.20  0.66965  3.029  1.6  0.20
A: Ta*l  Sampb  GDP  33  0.17721  IS.=10  1,993.8  0.89  126663  12.324  (13.9)  0.83
A: Tod  Sampl  An&  33  010065  1336  X  7008  0.89  0.02D71  0.169  (13.9)  O2
ODP  0.17033  14.020  1.2SS29  10.329
.-  -..  - - ..  . - - - -..  ..: 
B: Doek,ped  An*  17  0.03340  1.441-  46,180.1  0.06  O.SSB63  2.639  3.6  0.27
B: Daewloed  GDP  17  0.17169  9.810  6,8f6.0  0.86  1.09033  12.022  (10.3)  0.90
B: Dcwlqed  Am  17  0.01474  1.677  2,579.2  0.87  0.12990  I 4  (10.5)  0.91
GDP  0.16552  9.774  1.01735  10.204
C: Do  'd+DeI'  d  A+De  28  0.03466  2.6DI  29,037.9  0.18  0.60  i8s39  I2.  0.21
C: DewAId+Duwl'Ih%  GDP  28  0.17827  14.418  1,163.7  0.8  13048I  12.535  (14.7)  0ES
lC:  Dvwd+Dcwl'ig  Anm  28  OS  1.273'  (428.7)  0.89  0.07  038'  (14.8)  0.5
GDP  017144  12.45  1.28131  10.499
D: Dewrd+Socallets  Ama  22  003803  1.809  38,312.1  0.11  0.5721i  3.188  3.4  030
D: D[wld+Socialiats  GDP  22  0.17219  11.917  6,484.8  0.87  1.03421  220  (9.  0.8
D- Dvel'd+Soalla  Ai  22  0.01465  1.957P  3,064.5  0.89  0.13458  1.821'  (.4)  0.89
GDP  0.16489  11.755  Q95792  20363
AlU vaodabka hi asbual  loS.  Nolt  algafilmia  d5%  wIL
Rail Freight
28.  Demand for rail ton-kms  (Table 3) is governed  by essentially  similar determinants  in our
samples  of developed  and developing  countries. Of the two independent  variables, it is clearly
country area that provides the dominant  explanation  of inter-country  variation. The explanatory
power of GDP when taken on its own is very low and the estimate of the simple coefficient  on
GDP is normally not significantly  different from zero.  Adding GDP to Area in the regressions
does practically nothing for the model's power of explanation  (the R2s).
29.  By the test of R2 and t-ratio, our model  seems  no less adequate  as an explanation  of inter-
country variations of rail freight than of road freight.  But the almost total failure of GDP to
enter into the explanation so far is nevertheless  surprising and somewhat  disappointing: there
appears to be no growth effect in the use of railways. One naturally thinks of other factors  thatChapter 2  9
are likely to enter into the explanation  of the inter-country  differences  in rail freight and are not
caught in our model.
30.  Railways are  normally the chosen mode for the  long-haul transport of basic bulk
commodities.  But adding national output of coal, lignite and iron ore  to our independent
variables yields insignificant  results.  Again, there is the historical  factor:  railways developed
long before trucking, and hence before the networks  of main roads, reached their present extent.
We therefore entered the ratio of paved road length to country area as another explanatory
variable.  The sign on the coefficient  of this ratio was negative, as expected. The coefficient
estimate itself, however, was not significant.
Table 3:  Regression Results - Rail Tlm
Ana  =  Kl!f  Dependent Vauiable  = RaDl lm  Dependent  Variabul  =  LN(RaB  Tm
GDP = ICP Interl  5 (inons)  (in mullions)  (Mon)
|Ldep.  Iof  X  T  Adj.  I  T  Ad_.
Sample  Var.(x)  Obs.  cod,  Value  Coinan1  R2  Codr.  Vailu  conn
A:  Total Sam;o  Am  33  0.08289  8.913  (2.287.7)  0.71  0.96452  3.650  (30)  0.28
A: Tdal  Stmpl  GODP  33  0.11096  2.933  7,964.0  0.19  .26787  5.65  (14.8  0.51
A.  TOtal Sam  Am  33  0.07657  7.628  (7,075.1)  0.72  0.42126  l.714*  (15.9)  0.54
GDP  0.03103  1.2  l.05337  4.33l
B: Donloped  Am  17  0.09822  9.195  ,079.1)  0.84  1.02694  4.299  (3.4)  0.52
B: Dloed  GDP  27  00A62  1.4190  21,291.0  0.06  1.23650  4.746  (4.4)  0.57
B: DavwFp9d  Ana  17  0.09463  9.3s  (16.237.7)  0.85  0.66276  3310  (I5.4)  0.74
GDP  0.0307  1w  o.86418  3.738
C: D[vvrd+DonrsDg  Ama  28  0.0804  1l.623  (11,484.6)  0.83  I2n60  4  4.291  (4.6)  0.39
C: Doeld+D.1olwr2ig  GDP  28  0.22797  2.995  459.9  023  .33477  7.236  (6.4)  0.65
C: Dwil'd+Dne1'nig  Am  28  0.07961  10.445  (18.084.4)  0.85  0.52662  2.668  (18.0)  0.72
GDP  0.03840  IMP  1.07541  5.552
I  . ...........  . - - - - -.  -.  - -..  -.  -.
D-.  O3ewd+Sociallms  Am  22  0.09254  6.645  3,786.5  0.67  0.95732  3.750  a  .2)  0.38
D- Deverd+Soialime  GDP  22  0.0632l  1.348  22,626.7  0.04  I2.04_  3.4A8  (9.5)  034
1- DNwrd+So"la  _A  22  0.09037  6.147  525.0  0.66  0.67265  2.436  (05)  0.47
GDP  0.01530  0.559  0.67  2.W
'AlU  lwlabh  In nDml kg.  INot  slg,2&m at 5% IoWS  .
31.  Some indication of  the effect of  GDP on rail freight is,  however, provided by the
estimated  elasticities. Logarithmic  formulation  lowers the explanatory  power of our model (the
R2) but the estimated  coefficients  on both area and GDP are significant,  and of a size that agrees
with intuition. The elasticity  of rail ton-kms  with respect to area is somewhat  lowered when the
poorer countries are added to the set of "developed" countries. The GDP elasticity, however,10  Chapter 2
rises markedly and is of the size that one expects:  well below unity in the sample of middle-
and-high  income countries, and only little above unity for the enlarged set that includes the low-
income countries. For developing  countries, failing  drastic changes  in transport policy, one may
expect rail freight to rise not much faster than GDP.
"DEVEOPED"  AND  "SocASoSr" COUNTRIES
Transport  Intensity
32.  The socialist economies of  Europe have long been known for  their high transport
intensity.  Recent analysis, motivated  by the search for methods of reforming the economies
after their  turn from socialist organization, has revealed the full extent of  their transport
intensity. 4'  No unique explanation  can be advanced for what is apparently the joint result of
high industrial  concentration,  large activity  in investment  and construction,  an absence of market
relations and of  market-based decisions on location, output and investment.  The average
transport intensity in the countries is declining,  but remains high by the standards of Europe's
market economies (Figure 1).  This high average intensity (a high ratio of ton-kilometers  to
GDP) is the background  to the marginal relations shown by regression analysis.
Elasticities
33.  The eccentrically large volume of ton-kilometers  of freight in the socialist economies
shows through  in the elasticity  estimates. From each of the three modes (all modes, road, rail),
we obtain elasticities of ton-kilometers  with respect to GDP which move in opposite directions
when we merge the sample  of "developed"  countries, first with "developing"  countries  and then,
with "socialist" countries.  In the first case, the elasticity  rises, in the second case it falls.  To
illustrate, we excerpt from Table 1 the elasticities  for ton-kilometers  by all three modes:
Elasticity  Developed  Developing  Socialist
w.r.t.  countries  +  countries  or +  countries
Area  .22  .19  .23
GDP  1.06  1.24  .94
41  Esra Bennathan,  Jeffrey Gutman  and Louis Thompson,  'Reforming  and Privatizing  Poland's Road Freight
Industry,  The World Bank, WPS 750, August 1991;  Esra Bennathan, Jeffrey Gutman and Louis
Thompson, 'Reforming and Privatizing  Hungary's Road Haulage,' The World Bank, WPS 790, October
1991.Chapter 2  11
Figure 1
Transport Ton-Km per $ of GDP
(Road,  Rail & Water)
(  Area,  000  Km2
USSR  (22,272)  359
Poland  (305)  0.86
CSFR (125)  0.82
China  (9,597)  0.78
Canada  (2,305)  0.74
Bulgaria  (111)  0.72
USA  (9,167)  0.64
Hungary  (92)  0.58
India  (2,973)  0.51!
Yugoslavia (255)  0.48.
Spain  (499)  0.37
Holland  (34)  0.34
Sweden  (412)  0.32
Belgium  (30)  0.32
W. Germany  (244)  0.28
U.K.  (242)  0.26
Italy  (294)  0.23
France  (546)  0.22
Austria  (83)  0.21
0  1  2  3  4  5
Tonne-Km  per  $  of  GDP
GDP Is  Purchasing  Power Adjusted12  Chapter 2
While the difference between the elasticities  for the two underlying samples of developed and
developing  countries  just misses the conventional  5 percent level of significance,  the contrast in
the deviations  nevertheless  agrees with intuition. It is simply the other side of the coin of high
transport intensity in the (former) socialist  economies. The "developing"  countries are poorer
than the "developed" countries, and have fewer ton-kilometers  per Dollar of their GDP.  As
betweer.  the two groups, transport intensity  rises with GDP.  The "socialist" countries, on the
other hand, are poorer than the "developed" countries but have a higher average transport
intensity. In comparing  'socialist' and 'developed' countries, therefore, transport intensity  does
not rise with GDP. 51  The cross-section  elasticity (with respect to GDP) accordingly rises as
we add "developing"  to "developed"  countries, but declines  as we add the "socialist" countries.
To obtain a truer relationship  between ton-kilometers  and GDP across the latter sample, one
would  have to introduce  a "socialist  factor" as a separate  independent  variable in the regression.
Road and Rail
34.  The simple coefficients on what we showed to be the dominant explanations  of ton-
kilometers  by the two different modes - GDP for road and Area for rail - are closely similar
across our three country samples.  At the margin, therefore, freight carriage responds in a
similar way to the identified determinants  (or sources of demand), in the different groupings.
But  if  the explanatory power of  our  model is  measured in  terms  of  the  coefficient of
determination (the adjusted R2) a strong contrast appears between "socialist" ton-kilometers  by
road and by rail.  For the road mode, the R 2 obtained  from the different samples  are practically
of the same size.  For the rail mode, however, the R2 drops precipitously  as we move from the
first two country samples  to the one that includes  the socialist  economies: from .85 for sample
B to .66 in sample D.  In the case of roads, our model then explains as much of the variance
of ton-kilometers  in the "developed +  socialist" sample as in the samples of "developed +
developing"  countries. But that is patently  not true of ton-ldlometers  by rail. The comparatively
low R2, and the comparatively  large constants  in the rail equations  when the socialist  countries
are inserted in  the sample is evidence of a strong "socialist factor" in  the demand for rail
haulage, not caught in the model as we formulate  it.
35.  This result is consistent  with the share of rail in the combined ton-kilometers  of road and
rail in the former socialist  economies.  By the standards of Europe's market economies, the
share of rail is abnormally  high (Figure 2).  The main features of socialist  freight transport that
appear from a comparison  with Europe's market economies  are shown in Figures 3 and 4.  We
first attempt to predict the total freight transport demand of socialist  and developing  countries
by applying the coefficients estimated on our sample of developed countries.  The result, in
Figure 3, is consistent underprediction  of demand in the socialist countries.  Performing the
same prediction, but only for road freight  demand, we find no characteristic  differences  between
developed, socialist  and developing  countries (Figure 4).
51  This  argument  is intuitive. To make it rigorous  we should  need  to demonstrate  that "developing"  or
"socialist"  countries  are on average  poorer  than  "developed"  countries  in terms  of dollar  per kni?.Chapter 2  13
Figure 2
Rail Share of Truck + Rail Traffic
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Figure  3
Variation  of Observed  over
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Figure  4
Variation  of Observed  over
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36.  Our conclusion is that the road freight sector of the former socialist countries, in terms
of its volume of output and the determinants  of its output, conforms reasonably closely to the
norms of Europe's market economies. 'ihe appropriate statistical  test confirms that ton-kms  of
road freight are determined  in a similar way in developed,  developing  and socialist  economies.
Abnormally  high transport intensity in the former socialist countries has its main cause in an
abnormally large demand for rail freight.  In the longer run, with the transformation of the
economies,  one expects  transport intensity  to decline. Technology,  pricing and general transport
policy will determine the pace of decline  and the way in which  it will be shared by road and rail.
But it seems unavoidable  that rail, and with it the railway establishment,  will face the larger
share of change.17
ANNEX A
GDP  IN DoLLARs:  WHCH  DOLLARS!
Purchasing Power Parity vs. Market Exchange Rate
(i)  Most of the GDP data that entered our regressions in this paper were expressed in
International  Dollars, estimated by the International  Comparison  Project (ICP) on the basis of
purchasing power parities (PPP).  That was done for all 28 "developed" and  "developing"
countries  in our sample, and for 3 of the 5 "socialist"  countries. But many multi-country,  cross-
section studies still employ national income or GDP figures converted into US Dollars at
prevailing  market exchange  rates (MXR)  or some  simple  transformation  (e.g., n-year averages)
of market rates.6'
(ii)  The chief difference between the results of the two methods of conversion -- between
PPP and MXR conversion -- is in the relative levels of countries' GDP rather than in growth
rates.  PPP conversion tends to raise the incomes of poorer countries relative to those with
higher incomes. This effect appears  clearly in our sample  of 28 "developed"  and "developing"
countries (Figure A. 1).
(iii)  Conversion  of GDP by purchasing  power parity takes account  of relative prices, and of
relative quantities  of products and activities  in a way that market exchange  rates cannot reflect.
That is the economic case for preferring ICP estimates  of GDP.  But practitioners still tend to
use, and think in terms of, GDP data converted  by MXR into US Dollars. We therefore repeat
some of our regressions, substituting  GDP in US Dollars at MXR, and comparing the results
obtained with alternative GDP estimates.
"Developed + Developing" Countries
(iv)  In Table A. la  we present side by side the results of regressing ton-kilometers  (total,
road, and rail) on Dollar GDP, converted first at MXR and then by PPP.  In Table A. lb, we
compare the results of regressions  after logarithmic  transformation  of the variables.
(v)  The explanatory  power of the model (the R2s) is hardly affected by switching  from one
specification  of GDP to the other.  The result of converting  GDP at MXR is primarily to lower
the effect of GDP on ton-kilometers  of freight, and, secondarily, to raise somewhat  the size of
the Area effect.  As a  consequence, the differential dominance of  GDP and Area in  the
explanation  of ton-kms is much less visible when GDP is converted  at MXR.
6/  World  Bank  Atlas  GNP  estimates  allow  for  relative  changes  in the  price  levels  of each  country  and  the US
but convert also with an (averaged)  market  exchange  rate for the US Dollar.18  Annex A
Figure  A.1
ICP  GDP  vs. GDP  Converted  at Market  Rates
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(vi)  In the simple coefficients  we thus find that when GDP is converted with MXR, another
million  dollars of GDP is only associated with another 136,000 ton-kilometers  of road freight,
instead of something greater than 170,000 as was found when GDP entered the regressions as
ICP dollars.
(vii)  In the logarithmic version of our regressions, the elasticities of  ton-kilometers with
respect to GDP are now much lower, corresponding  to the lower simple coefficients  on GDP
(Table A. lb).  The explanation  is the same in each case:  inter-country differences in ton-
kilometers are the same throughout, but the ICP methodology  reduces the distances between
countries' GDP relative to the distances that emerge from the MXR conversion of GDPs into
Dollars.  With the ICP methodology,  therefore, a smaller variation in the GDPs has to explain
the same given variation in ton-kilometers,  and that yields larger elasticities of ton-ldlometers
with respect to GDP.
(viii)  We consider ICP conversions  to yield the superior representation  of the relative GDPs
of countries.  We therefore see the elasticity  estimates obtained with GDP valued on the ICP
method as being, for practical purposes (in combination  with growth rates estimated from GDP
in local currencies), the more reliable parameter.
Table A.la:  Developed  (not USA) + Developing  Countries
TIM  A  A + B(GDP) + C(Area)
Area =  KN  . S GDP at  arket  exchange  rate  GDP In Internatlon  S (aCP)
GDP = $(nmions)
Devadenl  indep.  X  T  AAJ.  X  T  Adj.
Vaiable  Var-.)  Col.  Value  Camlajutt  Col.  Value  Colant 
ToWal  TKm  Am  0.11949  6.169  25,070.0  0.58  0,11949  6.10  25,070.0  0.5
Toal Tm-Km  GDP  0.23950  5.137  26,652.6  0.4  02631  8.194  1,037.7  0.71
Total  Tm-Km  Ats  0.10533  153.8  (16,024.7)  0.95  0.07940  9.632  (17,410.0)  0.94
GDP  0.2X05  14.150  0.24715  12.094
Road  Tn-Km  Ama  0.03466  2.6D1  29,037.9  0.18  0.03466  2.6DI  29,037.9  0.18
Road  Ta-Km  GDP  0.14449  9.006  11,971.1  0.75  0.17827  14.418  t.163.
7
0.88
Road  Tm-Km  Am  0.02526  4.447  1,736.6  0.85  O.O0685  12M  (428.7)  0.89
GDP  0.13622  11.017  O.i?144  12.W845
Rill Tc&Km  Afa  0.08604  11.623  (11,484.6)  0.83  0.08634  11.623  (11,484.6)  0.83
Rail  To-Km  GDP  0.06835  1.808*  13,982.4  0.08  0.11797  2.995  459.9  0.2
Rail TcmKm  A.  0.08320  12.539  (19,727.8)  0.87  0.07981  10.445  (18,084.4)  0.85
GDP  0.04113  2.e8  0.03840  2.027'
* Not  dlpi6cai  at 5% lwML.20  Annex A
Table A.lb:  Developed  (not USA) + Deveoping Countries
IA TKM - A + B(Ln GD)  + C(  Area)
Area = Kf  S  GDP at mrket  ezcibae rae  GDP In Intemtonal  S (aCn)
GDP = $(mUions)
Dapdent  Indep.'  X  T  Adj.  Y  T  Ad.
Varlableo  Var.(x)  Cot.  Value  Constant  Coot.  V.lt.  Contant  R'
Total  TocKm  Ana  0.81218  3.517  0.2  030  0.81218  3.517  0.2  030
TOWal  Tc-Km  GDP  0.98536  11.539  (7.7)  0.83  133525  14W  3  (14.7)  0.89
ToWaI  Tocnn  AKm  0.43081  4.96D  (1ILI)  0.91  0.1j87  1.816  (153)  0.90
GDP  0.87938  13.444  124360  12.271
-..  ..  . - _  .,-.............  __ .,,.,.  - - - -,------.
Road  TcKm  Awe  0.69280  2.839  12  0.21  69280  2.839  1.2  0.21
Road  Ton.Km  GDP  0.97761  11.294  (8.1)  0.82  130481  12535  (14.7)  0.85
Road  TaoKm  A  030092  2.7?6  (105)  0.86  O.07iO  0387  (14.)  0.5
GDP  0.90359  11.066  1.28131  10.499
RaII  ToCm  1.0604  4.291  (4.6)  0.39  1.06804  4.291  (4.6)  039
RahI  ToaKm  GDP  1.02138  7.241  (101)  0.66  133477  7.136  (16EA)  0.65
Rail Tao-Km  0.69974  4.800  (15.6)  0.81  0.52661  2.6A8  (18.0)  0.72
GDP  1  0OB49724  7.734  1.07541  341
'All vaIab  l  In  ntuuI  kg.  * Net  di  t  uat%  5  nl.Annex B  21
ICtry  Data  (000,00  tonne-km)  (Int'l  $000)  (km2)  (000)  Tkm/  GDP/
Code  Year  Country  Road  Water  Rail  Total Frt  ICP GDP  AREA  Popul.  SGDP  Capita  Source|
1  1988  Australia  85,000.0  0.0  81,000.0  166,000.0  228,455,976  1,523,586  16,765  0.73  13,627.0  1
1  1988  Austria  9,500.0  98.0  11,213.0  20,811.0  100,360,989  82,730  7.598  0.21  13,208.9  1
3  1985  Bangladesh  2,478.1  1,376.7  734.2  4,589.0  94,816,244  133,910  112,000  0.05  846.6  1
1  1988  Belgium  28,807.0  5,005.0  7,694.0  41,506.0  129,833,753  30,230  9,886  0.32  13,133.1  1
2  1988  Bulgaria  17,442.5  2,162.0  17,585.5  37,190.0  52,013,000  110,550  9,001  0.72  5,778.6  2
1  1988  Canada  99,471.0  263,689.0  363,160.0  491,641,079  2,305,244  26,302  0.74  18,692.2  1
3  1988  China  322,000.0  310,400.0  987,800.0  1,620,200.0  2,088,191,306  9,596,960  1,083,887  0.78  1,926.6  5
2  1988  Czechoslovakia  23,767.5  5,248.0  75,294.5  104,310.0  126.98,000  125,460  15,641  0.82  8,118.9  2
1  1985  Denmark  8,300.0  0.0  1,700.0  10,000.0  70,762,018  42,370  5,132  0.14  13,788.4  1
1  1985  Finland  20,092.8  1,704.3  8,102.9  29,900.0  64,569,159  305,470  4,974  0.46  12,981.3  1
1  1988  France  111,800.5  6,644.0  53,767.5  172,212.0  783,405,079  545,630  56,119  0.22  13,959.7  1
1  1988  Great Britain  129,800.0  59,300.0  18,000.0  207,100.0  787,637,771  241,590  57,270  0.26  13,753.1  1
1  1985  Greece  12,096.0  0.0  704.0  12,800.0  66,510,917  130,800  10,039  0.19  6,625.3  1
2  1988  Hungary  14,640.0  2,046.0  21,732.0  38,418.0  65,776,100  92,340  10,587  0.58  6,212.9  1
3  1987  India  120,780.5  10,980.0  234,241.0  366,001.6  712,323,901  2,973,190  833,000  0.51  855.1  1
1  1985  Ireland  4,498.2  0.0  601.8  5,100.0  38,144,620  68,890  3,537  0.13  10,784.5  4
1  1988  Italy  157,600.0  194.5  19,663.0  177,457.5  776,168,000  294,020  57,537  0.23  13,489.9  1
3  1981  Korea  11,400.0  9,400.0  13,900.0  34,700.0  136,558,545  98,190  42,380  0.25  3,222.2  1
3  1985  Malawi  166.8  9.2  102.0  277.9  4,952,524  94,080  8,230  0.06  601.8  1
3  1980  Morocco  1,080.9  3,779.0  3,787.6  8,647.5  46,113,257  446,300  24,567  0.19  1,877.0  1
1  1988  Netherlands  33,069.0  29,345.0  3,200.5  65,614.5  193,858,248  33,940  14,828  0.34  13,073.8  1
1  1985  Norway  6,599.2  0.0  2,905.4  9,504.6  64,337,322  307,860  4,215  0.15  15,263.9  1
3  1988  Pakistan  31,724.0  0.00  7,828.0  39,552.0  178,102,396  778,720  109,950  0.22  1,619.8  1
3  1980  Philippines  7,170.0  8,740.0  360.0  16,270.0  120,877,752  298,170  61,224  0.13  1,974.4  1
2  1988  Poland  39,240.0  1,394.0  122,204.0  162,838.0  188,627,693  304,510  38,061  0.86  4,955.9  1
1  1985  Portugal  12,698.0  0.0  1,302.0  14,000.0  66,690,306  91,640  10,333  0.21  6,454.1  1
1  1988  Spain  133,000.5  11,716.0  144,716.5  395,752,565  499,400  39,161  0.37  10,105.8  1
3  1987  SriLanka  1,105.0  0.0  195.0  1,300.0  34,549,370  64,740  16,779  0.04  2.059.1  1
1  1988  Sweden  22,611.0  18,687.0  41,298.0  130,265,237  411,620  8,485  0.32  15,352.4  1
3  1978  Thailand  19,500.0  3,060.0  2,650.0  25,210.0  109,174,608  511,770  55,200  0.23  1,977.8  1
3  1985  Tunisia  5,668.7  0.0  1,693.3  7,362.0  27,201,780  155,360  7,988  0.27  3,405.3  1
3  1988  Turkey  55,233.4  9,717.0  8,036.6  72,986.9  250,000,654  770,760  54,899  0.29  4,553.8  1
1  1988  USA  1,027,828.0  635,209.0  1,513,377.0  3,176,414.0  4,991,909,799  9,166,600  248,000  0.64  20,128.7  1
2  1988  USSR  507,994.5  251,181.5  3,924,800.5  4,683,976.5  1,304,700,000  22,272,000  287,664  3.59  4,535.5  3
1  1988  W. Germany  149,232.0  44,710.0  61,180.0  255,122.0  896,957,492  244,280  61,337  0.28  14,623.4  1
2  1988  Yugoslavia  29,650.5  4,456.0  26,067.0  60,173.5  125,184,663  255,400  23,707  0.48  5,280.5  1
Country Codes:
1.  Developed Countries
2.  Socialist Countries
3.  Developing Countries
Sources of GDP data:
1.  World Bank, World Development Report  1991, Table 30, pg 262-263,  and The World Bank, World Tables  1991.
2.  L.W. International Financial  Research,  Inc.,  'Occasional  Papers Nos.  115-119 of the Research  Project on National Income in East Central
Europe, Table  15, pg 28.,  New York, NY 1991
3.  The Economist, lanuary  12, 1991, page 65 (quoting PlanEcon).
4.  Central Bank of Ireland Annual Report, OECD  Economic Outlook and World Bank, World Development  Report 1991, Table 30, p. 263.
5.  Summers, R.  and Alan Heston,  'The  Penn World Table (Mark 5): An Expanded Set of International Comparisons,  1950-1988.  Quarterly
Journal of Economics, Vol. CVI, No.  2, May 1991.
Note:
GDP figures are based on  1989 ICP GDP per capita figures provided in World Development Report  1991, Table 30.  This number is
adjusted to the data year by applying a GDP deflator algorithm.  ICP (International Comparison Program)  estimates are expressed in
"international dollars'  which are obtained by special conversion factors designed to equalize purchasing powers  of currencies  in the
respective countries.  This  note excludes Bulgaria,  Czechoslovakia, and the USSR which were supplied in sources  2 and 3 above.22  Annex C
Regression  Analysis #1
Dependent Variable = Total Tkm (in millions)  Area = KM2
(Total  Road,  Rail,  Water  Tonne-Km)  GDP = ICP  Intern'l  $  (mil)
Indep.  X  Std. Error  No of  Adjuded
Sample  Var.  (x)  Cof.  of Coat  T  ____  Constant  Observ,  R sqr.
Total Sample  Area  0.21922  0.00965  22.717  0.0000  1,393.3  36  0.94
Total Sample  GDP  0.76371  0.12511  6.104  0.0000  571.4  36  0.51
Total Sample  Area  0.18764  0.00755  24.849  0.0000  (61.749.8)  36  0.97
.__________________________  GDP  0.25232  0.03524  7.160  0.0000
Total Sample (No China)  Area  0.22667  0.00962  23.561  0.0000  5,502.8  35  0.94
Total Sample (No China)  GDP  0.76203  0.13386  5.693  0.0000  525.5  35  0.48
Total Sample (No China)  Area  0.19449  0.00457  42.550  0.0000  (62,787.0)  35  0.99
GDP  0.27890  0.02121  13.150  0.0000
Total Sample (No USA,USSR,China)  Area  0.11691  0.01836  6.368  8  0.0000  31,387.8  33  0.55
Total Sample (No USA,USSR.China)  GDP  0.31801  0.03832  8.299  0.0000  9,468.2  33  0.68
Total Sample (No USA,USSR,China)  Area  0.07592  0.01058  7.178  0.0000  (5.444.1)  33  0.88
GDP  0.23875  0.02608  9.154  0.0000
Developed (No USA)  Area  0.12609 |  0.03226  3.909  0.0014  49,032.5  17  0.47
Developed (No USA)  GDP  0.27636  0.05206  5.308  0.0001  16,212.8  17  0.63
Developed  (No USA)  Area  0.09964  |  0.01055  9.440t  0.0000  (12773.5)  17  |0.95
GDP  0.234631  0.02034  11.534  0.0000  1  1  0
Devel'd+Devel'ing (No USA)  Area  |  0.16185  0.00781  20.734  0.0000|  6,820.0  29  0.94
Devel d+Devel'ing (No USA)  GDP  |  0.63630  0.05383  11.821  0.0000  |  (63,773.6)  29  0.83
Devel'd+Devel'ing (No USA)  Area  |  0.11145  0.00665  16.752  0.00001  (33,572.8)  29  0.99
|  GDP  |  0.25688  0.02771  9.269  0.0000|  ______
Devel'd+Devel'ing  (No USA,China) *  Area  0I.1149  0.01937  6.16  0.0000  21I  25 070.  1  21
Devel'd+Devel'ing (No USA,China)  GDP  0.32631  0.00398  8.194  0.00001  1,037.71  28  0.71
Develd+Devol'ing  (No USA,China)  Area  0.07940  0.00824 |  9.632  0.0000 |  (17,410.0)  28 1  0.94
|  GDP  |  0.24715  0.02044  12.094  0.0000  |  l  l  l
Devel'd+Socialists (No USA&USSR)  - Area  *  0.12624  0.02861 J  4.413  *  0.0003  51,058.8  22  0.47
Devel'd+Socialists (No USA&USSR) IGDP  0.26580  0.04626 1  5.745  0.0000  26,632.0  22  0.60
Devel'd+Socialists (No USA&USSR)  Area  0.09528 |  0.01458  6.536  0.0000  4,383.8  22  0.87
|  GDP  0.21835  0.02732  |  7.993  0.0000  |  lAnnex C  23
Regression  Analysis #2
Dependent Variable = LN(Total Tkm)
(The natural log of Total Road, Rail, Water Tonne-Km)
Indep.  X  Std. Error  No of  Adjusted
Sample  vat. (X)  Coof  of Coef.  T  Signif. T  Conant  Obsorv. R sqr.
Total Sample  Ln(Area)  0.94181  0.14745  6.387  0.0000  (I.1)  36  0.53
Total Sample  Ln(GDP)  1.35597  0.09152  14.816  0.0000  (14.9)  36  0.86
Total Sample  Ln(Area)  0.21315  0.10808  1.972  0.0570  (14.3)  36  0.87
Ln(GDP)  1.18480  0.12350  9.594  0.0000
Total Sample (No China)  Ln(Area)  0.92850  0.16129  5.757  0.0000  (1.0)  35  0.49
Total Sample (No China)  Ln(GDP)  1.35346  0.09796  13.817  0.0000  (14.8)  35  0.85
Total Sample (No China)  Ln(Area)  0.22225  0.11239  1.977  0.0567  (14.5)  35  0.86
Ln(GDP)  1.18855  0.12559  9.464  0.0000  I
Total Sample  (No USA,USSR,China)  T  Ln(Area)  0.76461  0.21878  3.495  0.0015  1.0  33  0.26
Total Sample (No USA,USSR,China)  Ln(GDP)  1.29408  0.10889  11.884  0.0000  (13.7)  33  0.81
Total Sample (No USA,USSR,China)  Ln(Area)  0.13183  0.12748  1.034  0.3093  (14.1)  33  0.81
Ln(GDP)  1.22695  0.12667  9.686  0.0000
Developed (No USA)  Ln(Area)  0.66942  0.22192  3.017  0.0087  2.6  17  0.34
Developed (No USA)  rLn(GDP)  1.18185  0.11116  10.632  0.0000  (11.7)  17  0.88
Developed (No USA)  Ln(Area)  0.22451  0.09701  2.314  0.0364  (12.0)  17  0.90
-____________-____________  |Ln(GDP)  1.05572  0.11201  9.425  0.0000
Devel'd+Devel'ing (No USA)  Ln(Area)  0.88019  0.19727  4.462  0.0001  (0.6)  29  0.40
Devel'd+Devel'ing (No USA)  Ln(GDP)  1.35429  0.08323  16.271  0.0000  (15-0)  29  0.90
Devel'd+Devel'ing (No USA)  Ln(Area)  0.18063  0.09362  1.929  0.0647  (15.2)  29  0.91
|Ln(GDP)  |1.24161  !0.09851  |12.604  |0.0000| 
Devel'd+Devel'ing (No USA,China)  Ln(Area)  0.81218  0.23091  3.517  0.0016  0.2  28 |  0.30
Devel'd+Devel'ing (No USA,China)  Ln(GDP)  |  1.33525  0.09169  14.563  0.0000  (14.7)  28 |  0.89
Devel'd+Devel'ing (No USA,China)  Ln(Area)  0.18607  0.10247  1.816  0.0814  (15.3)1  28  0.90
Ln(GDP)  |  1.24360  0.10135  12.271  0.0000  |
Devel'd+Socialists  (No USA&USSR) Ln(Area)  0.65854  0.19582  3.363  0.0031  2.9  22  0.33
Devel'd+Socialists (No USA&USSR)  Ln(GDP)  1.06758  0.13202  8.086  0.00001  (9.3)1  22  0.75
Devel'd+Socialists  (No USA&USSR) Ln(Area)  0.23000  0.13113  1.754  0.095  (9.6)  22  0.78
|  Ln(GDP)  |  0.93721  0.14600  6.419  0.0000  t  ______24  Annex C
Regression  Analysis  #3
Dependent Variable = Road Tkm  Area = KM2
(in millions)  GDP  = ICP  Intern'l  $ (mil)
Indep.  X  Std. Error  No of.  Adjuastd
Sample  Var.  (x)  Coef  of Coef  T  Sgnif. T  Constant  Obsenv.  R sqr.
Total Sample  Area  0.03280  0.00543  6.045  0.0000  40,154.6  36  0.50
Total Sample  GDP  0.20582  0.00919  22.406  0.0000  (512.6)  36  0.93
Total Sample  Area  0.01069  0.00161  6.632  0.0000  (4,062.6)  36  0.97
GDP  0.17669  0.00752  23.495  0.0000
Total Sample (No China)  Area  0.03331  0.00583  5.710  0.0000  40,433.8  35  0.48
Total Sample (No China)  GDP  0.21306  0.00898  23.718  0.0000  (314.5)  35  0.94
Total Sample (No China)  Area  0.01223 |  0.00086  14.196  0.0000  (4,296.2)  35  0.99
GDP  0.182,581  0.00400  45.693  0.0000
Total Sample (No USA,USSR,China)  Area  0.03533  0.01207  2.969  0.0057  26,978.3  33  0.20
Total Sample (No USA,USSR,China)  GDP  0.17721  0.01114  15.900  0.0000  1,993.8  33  0.89
Total Sample  (No  USA,USSR,China)  Area  0.00658  0.00493  1.336  0.1916  700.8  33  0.89
GDP  0.17033  0.01215  14.020  0.0000
Developed  (No  USA)  Area  0  0.02318  U  4  .1  7  .
Developed  (No  USA)  _  _7G  D  P  3  0.17  0  9  6,8  17  _0.86
Developed (No USA)  Area  0.01474  0.00879  1.677  0.1157  2,579.2  17  0.87
GDP  0.16552  0.01694  9.774  0.0000  l
Devel'd+Devel'ing (No USA)  Area  |  0.03091  0.00488  6.331  0.0000  30,653.8  |  29  0.58
Devel'd+Devel'ing  (No USA)  GDP  j  0.16127  0.00804  20.053  0.0000  4,717.9  29 |  0.93
Devel'd+Devel'ing (No USA)  Area  -0.00218  0.00339  -0.644  0.5252 j  4,126.8  29  0.93
_______  _________________  =  GDP  0.16870  0.01411  11.957  0.0000
Devel'd+Devel'ing  (No USA,China)  Area  0.03466  0.01332  [  2.601  0.0151 J  29,037.9 J  28 J  0.18
Devel'd+Devel'ing (No USA,China)  GDP  0.17827  0.01236  14.418  0.0000 1  1,163.7 |  28  0.88
Devel'd+Devel'ing (No USA,China)  Area  0.00685  0.00538 |  1.273  0.2147  (428.7)1  28  0.89
|  GDP  0.17144  0.01335 |  12.845  0.0000 |  !  I
Devel'd+Socialists (No USA&USSR)  Area  0.03803  0.02023  1.880  0.0748 T 38,312.1  22  0.11
Devel'd+Socialists (No USA&USSR)  GDP  0.17219  0.01445  11.917  0.0000  6,484.8  22  0.87
Devel'd+Socialists (No USA&USSR)  Area  0.01465  0.00749  1.957  0.0652  3,064.5  22  0.89
|  GDP  0.16489  0.01403  11.755  0.0000  |  lAnnex C  25
Regression  Analysis  #4
Dependent Variable = Ln (Road Tkm)
Indep.  X  Std. Error  No of  Adjuswd
Sample  Var.  (x)  Coef.  of  Coef.  rT  Sigt  T  Constant  Oboarv. R sqr.
Total Sample  Ln(Area)  0.75611  0.14781  5.115  0.0000  0.5  36  0.42
Total Sample  Ln(GDP)  1.22350  0.08033  15.231  0.0000  (13.0)  36  0.87
Total Sample  Ln(Area)  0.00721  0.10029  0.072  0.9431  (13.0)  36  0.86
Ln(GDP)  1.21771  0.11460  10.625  0.0000  I
Total Sample (No China)  Ln(Area)  0.75633  0.16180  4.675  0.0000  0.5  35  0.38
Total Sample (No China)  Ln(GDP)  1.24675  0.08504  14.660  0.0000  (13.5)  35  0.86
Total Sample (No China)  Ln(Area)  0.02772  0.10324  0.269  0.7900  (13.4)  35  0.86
Ln(GDP)  1.22618  0.11537  10.628  0.0000  _
Total Sample (No USA,USSR,China)  Ln(Area)  0.66965  0.22106  3.029  0.0049  1.6  33  0.20
Total Sample (No USA,USSR,China)  Ln(GDP)  -8  1296  12.34  °  °°  (  33  0
Total Sample (No USA,USSR,China)  Ln(Area)  0.02071  0.12260  0.169  0.8670  (13.9)  33  0.82
Ln(GDP)  1.25829  0.12182  10.329  0.0000  _  _  _
Developed (No USA)  Ln(Area)  0.55863  0.21170  2.639  0.0186  3.6  17  0.27
Developed (No USA)  Ln(GDP)  1.09033  0.09069  12.022  0.0000  (10.3)  17  0.90
Developed  (No  USA)  Ln(Area)  0.12990  0.08635  1.504  0.1547  (10.5)  17  0.91
Ln(GDP)  1.01735  0.09970  10.204  0.0000
Devel'd+Devel'ing (No USA)  JLn(Area)  0.71667  0.20726  3.458 J0.0018  0.9  29  0.28
Devel'd+Devel'ing (No USA)  |  Ln(GDP)  1.26759  0.09548 |  13.276  0.0000  (14.0)  29  0.86
Devel'd+Devel'ing (No USA)  |  Ln(Area)  0.00380  0.11482  0.033  0.9738  (14.0)  29  0.86
_  ______________________  |Ln(GDP)  1.26522  0.12082  10.472  0.0000  _  _  _
Devei'd+Devel'ing (No USA,China)  Ln(Area)  0.69280  0.24403  2.8391  0.0087  1.2  281  0.21
Devel'd+Devel'ing  (No  USA,China)  Ln(GDP)  1.30481  0.10409  12.5351  0.0000  (14.7)  281  0.85
IDevd'd+Devel'ing  (No  USA,China) j  Ln(Area)  0.04770|  0.12339  0.387  0.7023  (14.8)  28  0.85
|Ln(GDP) |1.28131  |0.12204  |10.499  0.0000 |  |  L
Devel'd+Socialists (No USA&USSR)  Ln(Arca)  0.57260  1 0.17963  3.188  0.0046  3.4  22  |  a  0.30
Devel'd+Socialists (No USA&USSR)  Ln(GDP)  1.03421  0.08274  12.500  0.0000  (9.2)  221  0.88
Devel'd+Socialists (No USA&USSR)  Ln(Area)  0.13458  |  0.08302  1.621  0.1215  (9.4)  22  0.89
|  ___________________________  |Ln(GDP)  0.95792  0.09244  10.363  0.0000  1  _  _26  Annex C
Regression  Analysis #5
Dependent Variable = Rail Tkm (in millions)  Area = KM2
GDP = ICP  Intern'l  $ (mil)
Indep.  X  Std.  Error  No of.  Adjustd
Sample  Var. (x)  Coof  of Coef.  T  Sigif. T  Cb&Wmt Obv.  R sqr.
Total Sample  Area  0.16612  0.00502  33.069  0.0000  (46,578.3)  36  0.97
Total Sample  GDP  0.42728  0.11338  3.769  0.0006  19,865.7  36  0.27
Total Sample  Area  0.17095  0.00611  27.961  0.0000  (36,912.5)  36  0.97
GDP  -0.03862  0.02853  -1.354  0.1850  _
Total Sample (No China)  Area  0.17472  0.00298  58.643  0.0000  (41,834.9)  35  0.99
Total Sample (No China)  GDP  0.42217  0.12127  3.481  0.0014  19,726.0  35  0.25
Total  Sample  (No  China)  A  rea  0.17663  0.00353  50.09  0.0000  (37,772.3  0
GDP  -0.01659  0.01636  -1.014  0.3181
Total Sample (No USA,USSR,China)  Area  0.08189  0.00919  8.913  0.0000  (2,287.7)  33  0.71
Total Sample (No USA,USSR,China)  GDP  0.11096  0.03784  2.933  0.0063  7,964.0  33  0.19
Total Sample (No USA,USSR,China)  Area  0.076571  0.01005  7.618  0.0000  (7,075.1)  33  0.72
GDP  0.03103  |  0.02478  1.252  0.2202
Developed (No USA)  Area  0.09812  0.01067  9.195 |  0.0000  (8,079.1)  17  0.84
Developed  (No  USA)  J  GDP  0.07061  0-.047  1.49  0.1763  11,291.  1  7T1  0.06
Developed (No USA)  Area  0.09463  0.01047  9.038 |  0.0000  (16,237.7)  17  0.85
GDP  0.03097  0.02018  1.535  0.1471  |  _  _
Devel'd+Devel'ing  (No  USA)  Area  |  0.10243  0.00299  34.261  0.0000  (18,548.0)  29 |  0.98
Devel'd+Devel'ing (No USA)  GDP  |  0.36292  0.04496  8.073  0.00001  (50,752.0)  29 J  0.70
Devel'd+Devel'ing  (No  USA)  Area  |  0.09405  0.00489  19.237  0.0000 |  (25,265.5)  29  0.98
1__________________________  1  GDP  0.04272  0.02037  2.097  0.0458  J  1  1
Devel'd+Devel'ing  (No  USA,China)  Area  0.08604  0.00740  11.623  0.0000  (11,484.6)|  28  0.83
Devel'd+Devel'ing  (No USA,China)  GDP  |  0.11797  0.03939  2.995  0.0060  459.9  28 |  0.23
Devel'd+Devel'ing (No USA,China)  Area  |  0.07981  0.00764  10.445  0.0000  (18,084.4)f  28  0.85
|__________________________  |  GDP  0.03840  0.01894  2.027  0.0535  1  l  1
Devel'd+Socialists (No USA&USSR)  Area  0.09254  0.01393  6.645  0.0000  3,786.5 J  22 J  0.67
Devel'd+Socialists (No USA&USSR)  GDP  0.06031  0.04475  1.348  0.1929  21,616.71  221  0.04
Devel'd+Socialists (No USA&USSR)  Area  0.09037  0.01470  6.147  0.0000  515.0  22  0.66
|  ________________________  _  O  GDP  0.01530  0.02755  0.556  0.5850  |  1  lAnnex C  27
Regression  Analysis #6
Dependent Variable = Ln (Rail  Tkm)
ndop.  X  Std. Error  No of.  Adjusted
Sample  Var. (x)  Cof.  of Coaf  T  Signiff T  Constat  Obsarv.  R sqr.
Total Sample  Ln(Area)  1.17275  0.17763  6.602  0.0000  (5.5)  36  0.55
Total Sample  Ln(GDP)  1.45944  0.17712  8.240  0.0000  (18.2)  36  0.66
Total Sample  Ln(Area)  0.54371  0.19987  2.720  0.0103  (16.9)  36  0.71
Ln(GDP)  1.02283  0.22839  4.478  0.0001
Total Sample (No China)  Ln(Area)  1.15321  0.19423  5.937  0.0000  (5.2)  35  0.50
Total Sample (No China)  Ln(GDP)  1.42787  0.18881  - 7.562  0.0000  (17.7)  35  0.62
Total Sample (No China)  Ln(Area)  0.54509  0.20826  2.617  0.0134  (16.9)  35  0.68
Ln(GDP)  1.02340  0.23273  4.397  0.0001
Total Sample (No USA.USSR,China)  Ln(Arca)  0.96452  0.26427  3.650  0.0010  (3.0)  33  0.28
Total Sample (No USA,USSR,China)  Ln(GDP)  1.26787  0.21617  5.865  0.0000  (14.8)  33  0.51
Total Sample (No USA,USSR,China)  Ln(Area)  0.42126  0.24579  1.714  0.0969  (15.9)  33  0.54
Ln(GDP)  1.05337  0.24423  4.313  0.0000
Developed (No USA)  Ln(Area)  1.02694  0.23889  4.299  0.0006  (3.4)  17  0.52
Developed (No USA)  Ln(GDP)  1.23650  0.26052  4.746  0.0003  |  (14.4)  17  0.57
Developed (No USA)  Ln(Arca)  0.66276  0.20024  3.310  0.0052  (15.4)  17  0.74
Ln(GDP)  0.86418  0.23120  3.738  0.0022  |  _________
Devel'd+Devel'ing  (No USA)  Ln(Area)  .57  0.2134  5.406 1  0.0001  (5.6)1  29  0.50 
Dcve'd+DevdI'ng  (No USA)  Ln(GDP)  1.41973  0.17321  8.196  0.0000  (17.9)  29  0.70
Devel'd+Devel'ing  (No  USA)  Ln(Ara)  0.54255  0.17908  3.030  0.0055  (18.3)t  29  0.77
Devel'd+Devel'ing (No USA,China)  Ln(Area)  j1.06804  0.24888  4.291  0.0002  (4.6)  28  0.39 
Devel'd+Devel'ing  (No  USA,China) 1 Ln(GDP)  j  1.33477  0.18706  7.136  0.0000  (16.4)  28  0.65
DevcJ'd+DeveIing (No USA,China)  J  Ln(Arca) 1 0.52661  0.19589  2.688 j  0.0126  (18.0)  28  0.72
Ln(GDP)  |  1.07541  0.19375  5.551 |  0.0000  |  _  ___  _
Devel'd+Soclalists  (No  USA&USSR)  Ln(Area)  0.95732  0.25530  3.7501  0.0013  (2.2)  221  0.38
Devel'd+Socialists  (No  USA&USSR)  Ln(GDP)  1.00548  0.29506  |  3.408  0.0028  (9.5)  22  0.34
Devcl'd+Soclaits (No  USA&USSR)  Ln(Area)  0.67165  0.27576  2.436  0.0249  (10.5)  22  0.47
|  __________________________  |Ln(GDP)  0.62475  0.30703  2.035  0.0561 _  _  1  _28  Annex C
Regeion  Analyis #7
Using GPD CONVERTED AT MARKET RATES
SAMPLE:  Doveloped + Developing (No USA,China)  AREA = KM2
.__  __  __  ____G . GDP  =  $  (mil)
Indep.  X  Std. Error  No of  Adjused
Dependet  Variablo  Var. (x)  Cod  of Codf.  T  Signif. T  Corant  Obsmr.  R sqr.
Total Tkm  Area  0.11949  0.01937  6.169  0.0000  25,070.0  28  0.58
Total Tkm  GDP  0.23950  0.04662  5.137  0.0000  26,652.o  28  0.48
Total Tkm  Area  0.10533  0.00666  15.823  0.0000  (16,024.7)  28  0.95
GDP  0.20505  0.01449  14.150  0.0000
Road Tkm  Area  0.03466  0.01332  2.601  0.0151  29,037.9  28  0.18
Road Tkm  GDP  0.14449  0.01604  9.006  0.0000  11,971.1  28  0.75
Road Tkm  Area  0.02526  0.00568  4.447  0.0002  1,736.6  28  0.85
GDP  0.13622  0.01237  11.017  0.0000  _  _
Rail Tkm  Area  0.086Q4  0.00740  11.623  0.0000  (11,484.6)  28  0.83
Rail Tkm  GDP  0.06835  0.03781  1.808  0.0822  13,982.4  28  0.08
Rail Tkm  Area  0.08320  0.00664  12.539  0.0000  (19,727.8)  28  08 
___________________________  i  Area  0.04113  0.01444  2.848  0.0087
lndep.  X  Std.  Etror  No of.  Adjusted
Dendent  Variabe  Var. (x)  Coe.  of Coof  T  SgifS  rT  Constant  Observ.  R sqr.
Ln(Total Tkm)  L  (Aroa)  0.81218  0.23091  3.517  0.0016  0.2  28  0.30
Ln(Total Tkm)  Ln(| DP)  0.98536  0.08539  11.539  0.0000  (7.7)  28  0.83
Ln(Total Tkm)  Ln(Area)  0.43081  0.08685  4.960  0.0000  (11.1)  28  0.91
|_________________________  |Ln(GDP)  0.87938  0.06541  13.444  0.0000  I
Ln(Road Tkm)  Ln(Area)  0.69280  0.24403  2.839  0.0087  1.21  28  0.21
Ln(Road Tkm)  Ln(GDP)  0.97761  0.08656  11.294  0.0000  (8.1)  28  0.82
Ln(Road Tkrn)  Ln(Area)  0.30092 T  0.10842  2.776  0.0103  (10.5)  28  0.86
Ln(GDP)  0.90359  j  0.08166  11.066  0.0000 . . . .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~..  ..  ......
Ln(Rail Tkm)  Ln(Aroa)  1.06804  0.24888  4.291  0.0002  (4.6)  28  0.39
Ln(Rail Tkm)  Ln(GDP)  1.02138  0.14106  7.241  0.0000  (10.1)  28  0.66
Ln(Rail Tkm)  Ln(Area)  0.69974 j  0.14579  4.800  0.0001  (15.6)  28  0.81
|________________________  |Ln(GDP)  0.84924 |  0.10980  7.734  0.0000  |TEST FOR EQUALITY  OF COEFFICIENTS
1. Sum of Squared Residuals
DEPENDENT  VARIABLE
SAMPLE  k  n  Total  Road  Rail  LA(Total)  LA(Road)  I nR")
Developed  3  17  8,575,149,615.37  5,943,228,357.72  8,436,786,201AI  2.50158  1.98193  10.65793
Developing  3  11  2,789,222,240.25  535,154,59727  4,019,872,990.88  3.02267  5.37356  13.65933
Devd + Dev'g  3  28  18,436,089,941.12  7,864,010,743.44  15,843,276,715.10  7.76039  11.25350  28.36257
Socialist  3  S  931,345,377.45  5,491,318.30  1,001,077,742.23  0.18171  0.01928-  0.45395
Dev'd + Socialist  3  22  22,650,905,717.79  5,972,453,615.61  23,035,073,048.861  6-35475  254754  28.10479
2. The Test Statistic
F  = [(SSRdU  - SSRd - SSRu)/kI  / [(SSRd  + SSRu)1(nd  + nu - 2k)I
where:
d = developed
u  =developing or socialist
n = number of observations
k = number of parameters
3. Value of F*. and critical  values  (Fe) for the F distribution  at the 0.05 poinL
Total  Road  Rail  LnaTotal)  Ln(Road)  LA(Rail)
Dev'd + Dev'g  F  =  4.563  1.568  1.994  2.968  3.886  1.220
Dev'd + Socialist:  r  =  7.374  0.021  7.684  7.297  1.456  8.156
Critical Values  Dev'd + Dev'g  Fc3.22  = 3.05
Dev'd + Socialist:  F13.16  = 3.24
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